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T H E N O C AD Z ON E  

CAD wasn’t written for surveyors. 

Never has been. Never will be. 

That’s why we built TPC Desktop 

from the ground up to be the  

No CAD Zone. 
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BET T ER BY D ESI GN  

The POWER of TPC Desktop is 

in the Views. Learn the 2 or 3 

Views you use most and you 

know the program. And that 

takes just a few days—not 

months. 

Then use the Views together to 

build your survey, create your 

drawings, print your reports and 

get on with your life. 

We've used the same Views and hot keys 

since we first introduced TPC  in 1987. 

We don't force you to learn a new inter-

face each time we update.  

In fact, you can still read your V1.0 files 

from almost 30 years ago and pick up 

right where you  

left off. 

 

It's all part of our commitment  

to you for the long haul. We're still here 

and going strong, and we are looking for-

ward to a lot more years of providing real 

land surveying software to real land sur-

veyors.  

"I am the sole Land Surveyor for a resource company 
who actively manages over 420,000 acres in North-
ern California. I do not have time to learn complicated 
CADD programs which were not designed specifically 
for surveying. I need a stand alone survey program 
that is intuitive, powerful, efficient, and is backed by 
excellent tech support. Traverse PC has been that 
program for me for the last 9 years." 
 
"I took a semester long class on Land Development 
Desktop to see if I could benefit from such a program 
at work. Over the course of the semester, I learned 
how to import points, develop a contour map from the 
points, insert text, and print. I tried Land Development 
Desktop but came running back to Traverse PC.”  
 
“Using Traverse PC, I was able to teach myself in 
less than a day how to do everything I learned in the 
semester long class. Traverse PC is the way to go for 
all Land Surveyors." 

Pete Jackson, LS, RPF 
California 



“I have been using Traverse PC 
since its inception back in 1987. 
I can almost guarantee you will 
be working efficiently right out of 
the box. I give their program a 
hearty thumbs up!”  
 
Bruce Anderson, LS in ID 

  

“As a former CAD user, I have found 
the versatility and ease of use of 
Traverse-PC to be a great benefit to 
my business. The program is 
customizable to the way that we 
work, not forcing us into an 
inefficient way to collect data.”  
 
Dan Barry, LS in NY & PA  

 

“The economics are simple. Without 
Traverse PC our company would not 
have this lucrative contract. The 
Department of Defense would ac-
cept only AutoCAD or Traverse PC. 
AutoCAD is not surveyor friendly.” 
 
“I could not do this job with such 
ease without the help of Traverse 
PC. With Traverse PC I can survey 
in the field first or survey on the 
computer first and reconstruct in the 
field. Layout and volumes are a 
snap.” 
 

Bob Holtkamp 
Arctic Circle 

 

Technology at work for you 
T PC D ESKT OP I SN’T  L I KE AN YT HI N G  YOU ’ VE EVER U SED — IT ’ S DIF F ER EN T  

 It's Easy to Learn... The most frequent comment 
we get about our software is that it is so easy to 
learn and use.  "It works like surveyors work" mak-
ing it instinctive and intuitive. With 30-Days of 
FREE Tech Support, FREE Web Seminars and our 
industry leading On-Line Training, you can be up 
and running in days. 

 

It's Quick... We can't say enough about our Quick 
View ™ Technology.  You see what your data looks 
like without drawing it. Just choose from your own 
list of Traverse Settings like line type, color, sym-
bol, lot labels, etc. and you have a very sophisticat-
ed drawing without drawing a thing yourself. 
 

It's Smart... Smart Drawing Objects(TM) like the leg-

end, title block and line table automatically update 
themselves as you edit the drawing saving you a 
ton of time and ensuring that your drawing is accu-
rate and complete. 

 

It's Practical... One of the very first things you'll 
notice about TPC Desktop is that it's Practical - it 
just makes sense for surveying. 

  
It's Complete... TPC Desktop is a complete survey 
program. We’ve been around since 1987 so it’s all 
here. You don’t need other software. Period. 

Works Like You Think 

W ELL  EST ABLI SH ED  

There are reasons we've been successful for over 30 years:  

* We're point based - always have been - always will be. 

* We designed it for surveying - unlike CAD. 

* We made it easy to learn and easy to use - it's our trademark. 

* We have great tech support - you talk with a real person. 

* We have thousands of users who run TPC every day.  

* We still run our own survey business - it makes a difference. 

* We listen to our users - they have great ideas. 

* We make surveying fun again - it's about time. 

W ELL  EQUI PPED  

* COGO / Field Book / 3D 

* Spell Checker / Plat Checker 

* Legal Description Writer 

* Predictive Data Entry 

* Office Style Menus / Toolbars 

* Traversing / Adjustments 

* 'Quick View' technology 

* Field-to-Finish / Point Codes 

* Shrink-wrap Drawing Objects 

* State Plane / Transformations 

* Curve Fitting / Cul-de-Sacs 

* Contours / Volumes / DTM 

* Slope Analysis / Cut Sheets 

* Subdivision Layout / Reports 

* Automatic Lot Setbacks 

* Stakeout Report 

* Least Squares Network 

* ALTA/ACSM Land Title compliant 

* Alignment / Offsets / Stations 

* Vertical Curves / Profiles / X-Sec 

* Sunshots / Angle Sets 

* Raster Image Support 

* Network Ready 

* User Collaboration Tools 

* LandXML 

BUI LT - IN  EVER YT HI N G  

With TPC Desktop, everything is built-

in and works together. You might say 

it’s synchronized.  

Add a point to the Traverse View and 

it shows up automatically in the Quick 

View drawing and the Point View and 

the Legal Descriptions and the… 

You get the idea.  Synchronized 

W ELL  C ON N EC T ED  

TPC Desktop directly supports GIS,  

GPS, DWG, DXF, DGN, CSV, TDS, 

Generic ASCII, Trimble, SMI,  Nikon, 

Sokkia, Leica, Pentax, CST Berger,  

DCA, Pacsoft, PNG, TIFF, PDF. 

And the list goes on. Chances are, 

you’ll find your data collector, total 

station, or GPS already on our list. 

Just plug in and go! 

JU ST RI GH T -C LI C K  

Learning a CAD program with all  

those commands can be your 

worst nightmare. 

TPC Desktop is built on top of  

Windows. So just about  

everything is a right-click away. 

Need to change a point symbol 

from a Rebar to an Iron Pipe? 

Just right–click and choose 

Properties. Simple. 

NO MODULES 

We don’t nickel and dime you with additional modules. 

There are no modules with TPC Desktop. 

 

TPC Desktop comes in three editions:  Personal, Premium 

and Professional. Choose the edition that’s right for you or 

upgrade anytime for the cost difference.  

Personal Edition                 $995 

Premium Edition               $1595 

Professional Edition         $2195 
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